Avigilon H4 Fisheye CameraFirmware Release Notes








Added support for HDSM SmartCodec
Added support for camera tamper detection
Reduced bandwidth by blanking out areas outside of the lens field of view







Fixed an issue where frame rate throttling was not being enabled for high bandwidth
scenes
Fixed an issue where the camera may reboot if a privacy zone is set at the edge of the
image
Corrected an issue resulting in poor audio input quality
Fixed an issue with the ONVIF subscription URI handling for 3rd party integration
Renamed the defaults for the microphone inputs to ‘External Input’ and ‘Internal Mic’



Camera now accepts power from a PoE+ source outputting at PoE level







Fixed an issue where the default digital input active state was reversed.
Added support for 802.1x server certification check.
Spaces can now be used in naming 802.1X configuration.
Fixed an issue where the ARP ping method could not be disabled in the WebUI.
Fixed an issue where the MIB files occasionally generated an error upon upload.
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Fixed an issue where the time zone and day light savings settings would not revert to the
factory default settings when Restore Default is executed in the WebUI.
Fixed an issue where deleting a privacy zone would cause the next privacy zone to not be
selectable in the WebUI.
Updated WebUI layout.
Added a selection box for privacy masks.
Fixed an issue where the bandwidth limits were not enforced during Idle Scene Mode.





Camera power source is now displayed on the 'About' page of the WebUI
Fixed an issue where privacy zones are slightly offset from the configured location.
Added "last known light level" status on both 'Imaging' and 'Adjustments' pages of the
WebUI.



Initial firmware release for the following H4 Fisheye cameras:
o 6.0L-H4F-DO1-IR
o 12.0-H4F-DO1-IR
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